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The Sable's design was so futuristic, that it was called by the press "The car that came from the
moon". An important feature of the Sable's design was its front "lightbar", a low-wattage lamp
between the front headlamps. This later became mainstream for Mercury's line-up, and was
copied by many automakers in the early nineties. The Sable was refreshed in and received its
first complete redesign in The model remained the basis for the vehicle up through the model
year. A major sheet metal and interior redesign occurred in , softening some of the
controversial design vestiges of the model which the Taurus also endured. Minor styling
changes in further refined the car. The Sable station wagon ended production in and sedan
production ended on April 29, The Ford Taurus remained in production through the model year,
primarily for service as a fleet vehicle. Taurus production ended on October 27, However, sales
never met expectations and the full-size Sable ended production permanently, this time on May
21, Its Taurus counterpart continued on and was redesigned. The Mercury brand suffered even
more from this delay. The Taurus and Sable siblings used flush aerodynamic composite
headlights. Ford was the first to produce and sell vehicles with such headlights in the U. The
Taurus and Sable were the first domestically produced, mainstream sedans to use the new
lights. The Sable was unveiled along with the Taurus in a resounding fashion. Ford workers
came into the room, which was decorated in space-age decor, holding cups shaped like flying
saucers and the Taurus and Sable were sitting behind a curtain, their outlines silhouetting.
Then, with the flashing of strobe lights and a drum-roll, the curtain was pulled back and the two
cars were revealed to the public. The bodyshell was smooth and aerodynamic. The Sable twin
had a wraparound "lightbar" with two headlights and a low-wattage stretch in between.
Aircraft-style doors were used to reduce wind noise, and the handles were recessed. The Sable
also had large glass areas with slim pillars, and were flush with the body. The rear glass
wrapped fully around, and the B-pillars were painted black to give the illusion that the front and
rear glass were connected. The interior was available with bucket seats â€” very rare for most
U. The Sable was first introduced as a model in December , to strong sales and fanfare. It came
in two models, base GS and high-end LS. Initial Sable sales were strong, and the Sable sold
around , units its first year. Ford's 3. However, the 3. Some also attribute this to reduced
under-hood cooling. Unlike the Taurus, no manual transmission was offered in the Sable. The
Sable had just received small changes over the years, mostly in terms of equipment and
cosmetics. In , sales dipped to just over , units, so a new generation of Sable was launched.
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Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. It is a rebadged variant of the
Ford Taurus. The Sable was a milestone design for both Mercury and the entire American
automotive industry, as well as a very influential vehicle in the marketplace, with Mercury
selling nearly 2 million examples during its 20 years of production. This later became
mainstream for Mercury's line-up, and was copied by many automakers in the early nineties.
The Sable was refreshed in and received its first complete redesign in The model remained the
basis for the vehicle up through the model year. A major sheet metal and interior redesign
occurred in , softening some of the controversial design vestiges of the model which the Taurus
also endured. Minor styling change in further refined the car. The Sable station wagon ended
production in and sedan production ended on April 29 , Taurus production ended on October 27
, At the Chicago Auto Show on February 7 , , Ford CEO Alan Mulally unveiled a refreshed
version of the Mercury Montego sedan and announced that the new name of the car would be
"Sable," due to customer recognition and dealer demand. The Taurus and Sable siblings used
flush aerodynamic composite headlights. Ford was the first to produce and sell vehicles with
such headlights in the U. The Sable was unveiled along with the Taurus in a resounding fashion.
Ford workers came into the room, which was decorated in space-age decor, holding cups
shaped like flying saucers and the Taurus and Sable were sitting behind a curtain, their outlines
silhouetting. Then, with the flashing of strobe lights and a drum-roll, the curtain was pulled back
and the two cars were revealed to the public. The bodyshell was smooth and aerodynamic. The
Sable twin had a wraparound "lightbar" with two headlights and a low-wattage stretch in
between. Aircraft-style doors were used to reduce wind noise, and the handles were recessed.
The Sable also had large glass areas with slim pillars, and were flush with the body. The rear
glass wrapped fully around, and the B-pillars were painted black to give the illusion that the
front and rear glass were connected. The interior was available with bucket seats â€” very rare
for most U. The Sable was first introduced as a model in December , to strong sales and fanfare.
It came in two models, base GS and high-end LS. Initial Sable sales were strong, and the Sable
sold around , units its first year. For the first year on the market, Sable buyers had the choice of
a 90 hp HSC 4-cylinder mated to a three-speed automatic transaxle or a hp Vulcan V6 with a
four-speed automatic , with the latter having much higher sales. Ford's 3. However, the 3. Some
also attribute this to reduced under-hood cooling. The Sable had just received small changes

over the years, mostly in terms of equipment and cosmetics. In , sales dipped to just over ,
units, so a new generation of Sable was launched. This generation of the Sable wasn't sold in
Mexico. It was sold with Mercury badges as the Ford Taurus up until , especially with the
second generation. The Sable was on Car and Driver magazine's Ten Best list on its release in
and again in and The Sable received its first significant cosmetic update in , which modernized
the interior and the front and rear fascias. With the older model facing slumping sales, this new
model brought sales back up again, with , examples sold during , a number unheard of even
today. The interior was also redesigned, and included an optional passenger-side airbag, a first
in its class. The base "GS" and luxury "LS" trim levels were carried over from the previous
generation. A front cloth bench seat were standard on GS sedans and wagons, although cloth
bucket seats were available on GS sedans only. Higher-end cloth bucket seats were standard on
LS sedans, but a bench seat was a no cost option. A front bench was standard on LS wagons,
with bucket seats optional. Leather seating surfaces were available on all LS Sables. In ,
unpopular optional features such as the "InstaClear" heated windshield were eliminated. Also in
, some 3. The wagon version was available with mostly the same options as the sedan versions.
With both rear split seats in the upright position, standard cargo capacity was The last year of
this updated Sable generation was For the model year, the rare LTS trim level was added. It
featured leather bucket seats, Taurus LX-style alloy wheels, special cladding, and many leather
wrapped interior trim parts. The model year saw the first complete redesign for the Sable. Ford
hoped the radical redesign would lead to the same success it had had with the Sable. The
controversial oval theme was not well received by the press and the public, and is ultimately
blamed as the reason for a substantial dip in sales. Differences from the Taurus included
different front and rear fascias, and the elimination of the rear quarter window. The LTS was
eliminated. That same year front bucket seats became optional on the GS. In an effort to reverse
the declining sales of the Sable, Mercury did major cost cutting for the model. The Sable
received another redesign in , which minimized some of the oval design elements from the
model, replacing them with more conventional styling. The suspension was also softened to
appeal to a broader, non-sporting audience. The Sable included extra equipment on every trim
level, including a CD player and power driver's seat on the GS, and a power moonroof or leather
interior on the LS. Inside were a new instrument cluster and steering wheel. Due to the Mercury
brand's discontinuation in Canada, the fourth generation Sable was never available in the
Canadian market. Thus it was unique to the US and Mexico. The Mercury Montego and Milan
were launched as replacements for the Sable. The last Sable left the Atlanta plant on April 29 ,
Ford CEO Alan Mulally said that Ford's scheme to make all its cars names start with the letter F
was a bad move, as it made Ford's new cars easily forgettable. The new Sable went on sale in
late-July , though remaining Montegos continued being sold as of August Mulally believes that
with this new name, more customers will recognize the car, thus raising sales. Changes to the
new Sable from the existing Montego include a new front end with Milan -inspired headlamps ,
as well as exterior satin-aluminum mirror and door-handle accents, and new LED taillights. Also
is the addition of the 3. In December , Ford announced it would stop production of the Sable on
April 30, , when it will retool the plant to build the Sixth-generation Ford Taurus. In , Mercury
created a special edition of the Sable called the "LS Monochrome Edition", which as an option
would color the bumpers, side trim, and wheels white. In , Mercury created a "50th Anniversary"
edition of the Sable, to celebrate Mercury's 50th Anniversary. Keeping with the name, only 50
were sold, combined between GS and LS models. It was meant to use the SHO's chassis,
interior, and suspension, but not the engine. The Sable LTS remained in a " development hell "
until mid when it was introduced as a high end version of the Sable, but by then, it was just a
highly optioned LS. An unknown number of these Sables still exist, but a pristine condition GS
in this trim was recently sold on eBay. It was built from a sedan chassis and featured a
completely custom two-door body with a custom folding top. However, it was shelved; the only
one sat in a warehouse for years until it was given a VIN , titled, and driven. It was sold on eBay
in In an article in Automotive News circa an all aluminum "body in white" was made for a Sable.
In an accompanying photo it is shown being held up by two middle aged women, leading to the
belief it would weigh less than lbs. At the time Audi had just released the A8, so it might have
been an engineering exercise for constructing all aluminum frames, as Jaguar has now.
Whatever became of the "Aluminum Sable Unibody", or if there was more than one, is unknown.
The car is equipped with a removable sunroof to accommodate his "cone. The car is described
as "a personal conveyance named after its inventor, an assassinated ruler, a character from
Greco-Roman myth and a small furry mammal. Main article: Fourth-generation Ford Taurus.
Main article: Fifth-generation Ford Taurus. See Wikinews article: Ford Taurus to be revived.
Retrieved on 5 December New York Times. Retrieved on 18 August ISBN Retrieved on Detroit
News. Retrieved on 16 May Consumer Guide. Taurus Car Club of America. Car and Driver.
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Chicago, Illinois. Ford D3 platform. Grand Marquis. Colony Park. Sport compact. The Mercury
Sable is a range of automobiles that were manufactured and marketed by the Mercury brand of
Ford Motor Company. Introduced on December 26, as the replacement for the Mercury Marquis ,
the Sable marked the transition of the mid-size Mercury product range to front-wheel drive.
From the to model years, the Sable was produced as a mid-size vehicle; four-door sedan and
five-door station wagon body styles were offered. For , the Sable was withdrawn, replaced by
the full-size Montego and mid-size Milan. For , the Sable was reintroduced as a full-size car,
offered solely as a four-door sedan. Due to declining sales, the Sable was discontinued after the
model year, leaving no Mercury counterpart of the sixth-generation Taurus. The final Sable was
produced on May 21, ; in total, 2,, Sables were produced during its â€” production. The Mercury
Sable nameplate was derived from the sable , a weasel-like mammal from Russia that is valued
for its smooth, dark fur. During the development of the Sable, Mercury had become one of the
final American brands to adopt front-wheel drive into its vehicle line. In place of a traditional
auto show unveiling, the launch was held an MGM Studios soundstage where Gone with the
Wind was filmed. Ford workers came into the room, which was decorated in space-age decor,
holding cups shaped like flying saucers and the Taurus and Sable were sitting behind a curtain.
With the flashing of strobe lights and a drum-roll, the curtain was pulled back and the two cars
were revealed to the public. Replacing the mid-size Marquis Cougar prior to sedan and station
wagon, to protect its investment, Ford produced both model lines for the model year. The Sable
was on Car and Driver magazine's Ten Best list on its release in and again in and As with its
Marquis predecessor, the Sable used unibody construction. The Sable is equipped with
four-wheel independent suspension. Ford's 3. However, the 3. Some also attribute this to
reduced under-hood cooling. The first-generation Sable was offered in two body styles: a
four-door sedan and a five-door station wagon. In an extensive departure from its Marquis
predecessor, the Sable sedan shares only its doors and roof stamping with the Taurus; with the
exception of its front fascia, the Taurus wagon derives its body from the Sable. To differentiate
its roofline, the B, C, and D-pillars of the Sable sedan were blacked out for a "floating roof"
effect. During its production, the first-generation Sable underwent few changes. For , the
exterior underwent a mid-cycle revision; the amber parking lamp lenses were replaced by clear
units and sedans saw revisions to taillamp lenses. While the Sable shared largely the same
interior features as the Taurus, in a departure from tradition, the Sable was designed with a
model-specific dashboard partly integrated into the door panels. For , the Sable underwent a
redesign of the dashboard to accommodate the addition of a driver-side airbag; a CD player was
added as an option. For the model year, the second-generation Sable was introduced. The
interior of the Sable underwent a redesign of the door panels, dashboard, and interior controls.
The base "GS" and luxury "LS" trim levels were carried over from the previous generation. A
front cloth bench seat was standard on GS sedans and wagons, although cloth bucket seats
were available on GS sedans only. Higher-end cloth bucket seats were standard on LS sedans,
but a bench seat was a no cost option. A front bench was standard on LS wagons, with bucket
seats optional. Leather seating surfaces were available on all LS Sables. In for MY , unpopular
optional features such as the " InstaClear " heated windshield were eliminated. The wagon
version was available with mostly the same options as the sedan versions. With both rear split
seats in the upright position, standard cargo capacity was It featured leather bucket seats,
Taurus LX-style alloy wheels, special cladding, and many leather wrapped interior trim parts.
The third-generation Sable was introduced for the model year. As before, the Sable returned as
a four-door sedan and five-door station wagon. While mechanically identical to its Ford Taurus
counterpart, the sedans of the two model lines shared less sheetmetal than before, with only the
front doors, hood, and front fenders common between the Taurus and Sable as before, the
Sable served as the basis for Ford and Mercury station wagons. In contrast to the
oval-influenced roofline of the Ford Taurus, the Sable was styled with a sloped roofline with a
rectangular rear window; the model received its own front and rear fascias. The trim lines saw a
minor revision, with the Sable G introduced as a new entry-level model and the Sable LTS
discontinued. For higher sales volumes, the GS and LS made their return, offered both in sedan
and station wagon form. For the Sable G and GS, the standard engine was the 3. For the Sable

LS, the standard engine was a 3. For , the Sable underwent several cost-cutting revisions;
several features of the LS became available on the GS as options. The Sable received another
redesign in for MY , which minimized some of the oval design elements from the model,
replacing them with more conventional styling. The suspension was also softened to appeal to
a broader, non-sporting audience. The Sable included extra equipment on every trim level,
including a CD player and power driver's seat on the GS, and a power moonroof or leather
interior on the LS. Inside were a new instrument cluster and steering wheel. Due to the Mercury
brand's discontinuation in Canada, the fourth generation Sable was never available in the
Canadian market. Thus it was unique to the US and Mexico. The Mercury Montego and Milan
were launched as replacements for the Sable. The last Sable left the Atlanta plant on April 29,
The fifth-generation Mercury Sable was launched for the model year. Developed as a mid-cycle
update of the Mercury Montego, the production vehicle revived the more widely-recognized
Sable nameplate at the Chicago Auto Show. While approximately 10 inches shorter and pounds
lighter than the Grand Marquis, the fifth-generation Sable was the first produced as a full-size
car. For the first time, the model line was offered exclusively as a four-door sedan no Mercury
counterpart of the Taurus X wagon was developed. Front-wheel drive remained standard, with
all-wheel drive becoming an option for the first time. In the transition from the Montego to the
Sable, a number of changes were made to the body and chassis. The fifth-generation Sable
adopted the trim lines of the Montego and Milan, with an unnamed standard trim level and a top
Premier trim. A few rare special editions of the Sable were made, all consisting of first
generation models. During MY , Mercury introduced a special edition of the Sable called the "LS
Monochrome Edition", which as an option would color the bumpers, side trim, and wheels
white. Keeping with the name, only 50 were sold, combined between GS and LS models. It was
meant to use the SHO's chassis, interior, and suspension, but not the engine. The Sable LTS
remained in a " development hell " until mid when it was introduced as a high end version of the
Sable, but by then, it was just a highly optioned LS. An unknown number of these Sables still
exist, but a pristine condition GS in this trim was sold on eBay in It was built from a sedan
chassis and featured a completely custom two-door body with a custom folding top. However, it
was shelved; the only one sat in a warehouse for years until it was given a VIN , titled, and
driven. It was sold on eBay in In an article in Automotive News circa an all aluminum "body in
white" was made for a Sable. At the time Audi had just released the A8, so it might have been an
engineering exercise for constructing all aluminum frames, as Jaguar has now. Whatever
became of the "Aluminum Sable Unibody", or if there was more than one, is unknown. Mercury
is a defunct division of the American automobile manufacturer Ford Motor Company. Created in
by Edsel Ford, Mercury was marketed as an entry-level premium brand for nearly its entire
existence, bridging the price gap between the Ford and Lincoln model lines. The Ford Crown
Victoria is a full-size sedan that was marketed and manufactured by Ford. The successor to the
Ford LTD Crown Victoria, two generations of the model line were produced from the to model
years. The Crown Victoria Police Interceptor â€” was marketed specifically for law-enforcement
use; a long-wheelbase Crown Victoria sedan â€” was marketed primarily for taxi cab fleets. The
premium station wagon of the Ford division, the Country Squire was distinguished by its
external woodgrain trim. From the to model years, eight generations of the Country Squire were
produced. Following the discontinuation of Edsel, Mercury marketed the Mercury Colony Park
as a divisional counterpart of the Country Squire, sharing bodywork and trim. The Ford Five
Hundred is a full-size automobile that was manufactured and marketed by Ford from to Deriving
its nameplate from the ''" suffix used by Ford on the Custom , Fairlane and Galaxie model
ranges from the s to s, the Five Hundred was the larger of two model lines intended to replace
the Ford Taurus. Mercury Cougar is a nameplate applied to a diverse series of automobiles sold
by the Mercury division of Ford from to and from to While the nameplate is most commonly
associated with two-door coupes, at various times during its production, the Cougar was also
marketed as a convertible, four-door sedan, station wagon, and hatchback. The Mercury Tracer
is an automobile that was marketed by Mercury from the through model years. Introduced as
the successor to the Mercury Lynx, three generations of the Tracer were sold in the United
States and Canada. Initially introduced as a subcompact, the two succeeding generations were
sold in the compact segment. Throughout its production, the Tracer was marketed as a
hatchback, four-door sedan, and five-door station wagon. The Mercury Montego is a nameplate
that was applied to three separate generations of vehicles marketed by the Mercury division of
Ford Motor Company. Taking its name from Montego Bay, Jamaica, the nameplate made its first
appearance for in the Canadian market as part of the Mercury-derived Meteor model line. For ,
the Mercury Montego made its debut across North America, becoming the Mercury counterpart
of the Ford Torino intermediate-size model line for two generations. From to , it was the
premium model of the Mercury Marquis line of full-size sedans, becoming a standalone model

line in For and , it was sold alongside the revival of the Mercury Marauder. The Mercury Villager
is a minivan that was marketed by the Mercury division of Ford. The first minivan ever sold by
Mercury, two generations were sold from the to model years. Introduced as the highest trim
level of the full-size Ford model range, the LTD introduced options and features normally
reserved for more luxurious Lincoln and Mercury models. At various times throughout its
production, the LTD range included two- and four-door pillared and hardtop sedans, a two-door
convertible, and the Country Squire five-door woodgrain station wagon. Named after Milan, an
Italian city, the Milan was sold across the to model years across a single generation. The
smaller of two model lines developed to replace the Mercury Sable, indirectly succeeding the
Mercury Mystique as the smallest Mercury sedan. The Ford Tempo and its twin, the Mercury
Topaz , are compact cars that were produced by the Ford Motor Company for model years to
They were downsized successors to the boxy Ford Fairmont and Mercury Zephyr twins. The
Tempo and Topaz were part of a rejuvenation plan by Ford to offer more environmentally
friendly, fuel efficient, and more modern styled models to compete with the European and
Japanese imports. While the car sold well, its innovation and aerodynamic design paved the
way for the even more groundbreaking Ford Taurus. The Mercury Colony Park is a full-size
station wagon that was marketed by the Mercury division of Ford Motor Company between and
Distinguished by its simulated wood-grain paneling, the Colony Park was marketed as either the
premium-trim or the sole full-size station wagon offering of the division. Following the demise of
Edsel, full-size Mercury and Ford vehicles adopted similar bodyshells, with the Colony Park
becoming the counterpart of the Ford Country Squire until their discontinuation. Deriving its
name from a French nobility title, the Marquis was sold across four generations from to ;
through its entire production, the model line was the Mercury divisional counterpart of the Ford
LTD. Initially introduced as the flagship Mercury range, the Marquis line was later expanded to
include the Mercury Grand Marquis slotted above it. Introduced as the flagship of the Ford LTD
model range for the model year, a single generation was produced through the model year. The
model line was offered as a two-door and a four-door sedan, alongside the woodgrained Ford
LTD Country Squire station wagon. The Ford Freestyle is a crossover utility vehicle that was
sold by Ford from to Sharing the Ford D3 platform with the Five Hundred and Montego, the
Freestyle was produced with both front-wheel drive and all-wheel drive configurations and six
or seven-passenger seating. The North American version of the Ford Granada is a range of
sedans that was manufactured and marketed by Ford; two generations of the model line were
sold from to Developed as the original successor for the Ford Maverick, the Granada shares its
name with flagship sedan of Ford of Europe. The model line was marketed as a luxury compact
vehicle, expanding the segment in the United States. Launched on December 26, , as a model,
the front-wheel-drive Taurus was a very influential design that is credited with saving Ford from
bankruptcy, bringing many innovations to the marketplace and starting the trend towards
aerodynamic design for the American automakers in the North American market. Ford of Europe
had launched the s move to aerodynamic design for the company with the Ford Sierra. The
second-generation Ford Taurus is an automobile that was produced by Ford from to , which
served as the second out of six generations of the Ford Taurus. The second-generation Taurus
shared all of its mechanical parts with the first-generation Ford Taurus, yet its exterior and
interior were nearly completely redesigned. However, its exterior still strongly resembled that of
the first-generation Taurus, leading many to believe that the second-generation was simply a
facelift of the first-generation Taurus. However, this is partially true because the wagon model,
from the B-pillar to the rear of the car, was a carryover from the first generation. The second
generation of Taurus proved to be very popular, selling , units in its first year, becoming the
best selling car in the United States. It would hold this title until , when it was discontinued and
replaced with the third-generation Ford Taurus. The fourth-generation Ford Taurus is an
automobile that was produced by Ford for the to model years. While mechanically similar to its
predecessor, major revisions to the bodyshell of the sedan were done to alter its controversial
styling as well as add interior room; it was available in four-door sedan and five-door station
wagon models. October [1] â€” April 29, June â€” May 21, See also: First-generation Ford
Taurus. See also: Second-generation Ford Taurus. Third generation â€” See also:
Third-generation Ford Taurus. Fourth generation â€” See also: Ford Taurus fourth generation.
Fifth generation â€” See also: Fifth-generation Ford Taurus. Special editions A few rare special
editions of the Sable were made, all consisting of first generation models. The Detroit News.
Retrieved Taurus Car Club of America. Archived from the original on 27 April Archived from the
original on Consumer Guide. Detroit News. Mercury vehicles. A division of Ford Motor Company
, â€” Category Commons. Ford Taurus. First-generation â€” Second-generation â€”
Third-generation â€” Fourth-generation â€” Fifth-generation â€” Sixth-generation â€”
Seventh-generation â€”present, China. HSC 2. Images, videos and audio are available under

their respective licenses. Mercury Ford. Ford Taurus Limited indirect. FF layout. Ford Taurus
Lincoln Continental. Atlanta, Georgia Chicago, Illinois. Ford D platform [22]. Mercury Milan
Mercury Montego. Chicago, Illinois. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mercury Sable.
Sport compact. Personal luxury. Grand Marquis. Station Wagon. Colony Park. Light truck. It was
also built in Atlanta, Georgia until Friday April 29, when production stopped. The Sable was a
milestone design for Mercury and the entire American Automotive Industry, as well as a very
influential vehicle in the marketplace, with Mercury selling over 2 million units during its 20 year
run. The Sable's design was so futuristic that it was called by the press "The car that came from
the moon". A important feature of the Sable's design was its front "lightbar", a low wattage lamp
between the headlights. This later became mainstrem for the Mercury line-up and was copied by
many automakers in the early nineties but never with the same success Mercury had. The Sable
was refreshed in and received its first complete redesign in The model remained the basis for
the vehicle up through the model year. A major sheet metal and interior redesign occured in ,
softening some the controversial design vestiges of the model. Minor styling changes in further
refined the car. The Mercury Sable station wagon ended production in late And the last Sable
sedan rolled off the line on Friday April 29, The all-new Mercury Sable combines smart features
with a sophisticated new design. Underneath the sleek hood is a new 3. The interior comprises
of many clever technologies, including the exclusive voice-control of the SYNC
communications and entertainment system. However, will more than likely be the Sable's last
year in production, again due to slow sales and the fact that Mercury is going to focus on
smaller more fuel friendly cars and crossovers. But in the Ford Taurus will recieve a major
redesign and continue on without it's Mercury brethren. Ford had lagged behind General Motors
in introducing mid-size front wheel drive cars to compete against the Citation and best-selling
Celebrity, and Chryslers K-Cars, and Mercury suffered even worse from this. In , Mercury
launched a redesigned Mercury Cougar to start a reinvigoration of the Mercury Brand with new
aerodynamic designs, and started development of the Sable. Because of this design, the Sable
was a resounding success and launched Mercury into a new design era, as well as infuencing
the other American Automakers to follow suit and create aro designed cars, thus ending the
boxy cars of the 70's and 80's. The Sable siblings used flush areodynamic composite
headlights. Ford was the first to produce and sell vehicles with such headlights in the U. The
Sable was the first American produced, mainstream sedan to use the new lights. The Sable was
unveiled along with the Taurus in a resounding fashion. Ford workers came into the room,
which was decorated in space-age decor, holding cups shaped like flying saucers and the
Taurus and Sable were sitting behind a curtain, their outlines silhouetting. Then, with the
flashing of strobe lights and a drum-roll, the curtain was pulled back and the two cars were
revealed to the public. The bodyshell was smooth and aerodynamic. The Sable had a
wraparound "lightbar" with two headlights and a low-wattage stretch in between. Aircraft-style
doors were used to reduce wind noise, and the handles were recessed. The Sable also had large
glass areas with slim pillars, and were flush with the body. The rear glass wrapped fully around,
and the B-pillars were painted black to give the illusion that the front and rear glass were
connected. The interior was available with bucket seats very rare for most U. The Sable was first
introduced as a model in December , to strong sales and fanfare. It came in two models, base
GS and high-end LS. Initial Sable sales were strong, and the Sable sold around , units its first
year. For the first year on the market, Sable buyers had the choice of a 98 hp HSC 4-cylinder
mated to a three-speed automatic transaxle or a hp Vulcan V6 with a four-speed automatic, with
the latter having much higher sales. Ford's 3. Although the power output was rated at the same
hp as the 3. However, the 3. Some also attribute this to reduced under-hood cooling. The Sable
received its first significant cosmetic update in , which modernized the interior and the front and
rear fascias. With the older model facing slumping sales, this new model brought sales back up
again, with , examples sold during Makeing it the Best selling Car in America, a number unheard
of even today. While the design was basically the same, every body panel except for the roof
was changed. The interior was also redesigned, and included an optional side airbag, a first in
its class. The Taurus, sister car of the Sable, was the best-selling car in the United States for
every year of this cosmetic update. In , unpopular optional features such as the "InstaClear"
heated windshield were eliminated. For both 3. A passenger-side airbag became standard for ,
and a redesigned drivers side airbag and steering wheel came in The wagon version was
available with mostly the same options as the sedan versions. Wagons had a maximum of They
featured a 2-way liftgate raise the entire liftgate or just the window , a roof rack with crossbar
and tie-downs, an optional rear-facing third seat, a lockable under-floor compartment, and an
optional fold-out picnic table. With both rear split seats in the upright position, standard cargo
capacity was Wagons that were equipped with the front bench seat and rear folding seat could
seat eight people. The last year of this updated Sable generation was For the model year, the

rare LTS trim level was added. It featured leather bucket seats, Taurus LX-style alloy wheels,
special cladding, and many leather wrapped interior trim parts. The LTS trim had either the
standard 3. For the Sable was all new from the ground up. Mercury hoped the radical redesign
would lead to the same success it had had with the Sable. The controversial oval theme was not
well received by the press and the public, and is ultimately blamed as the reason for a
substantial dip in sales. For this generation, the Sable moved upmarket, and as a result, prices
rose considerably, also driving away potential buyers. The Sable was the first sable to share
sheetmetal with the Ford Taurus. Differences from the Taurus included different front and rear
fascias, and the elimination of the rear quarter window. Although the Sable used a less oval
based styling, sales still fell. The model could be equipped with the powerful hp 3. Trim lines
stayed the same, with GS as the entry level model and LS as the most luxurious model. The LTS
was eliminated and the 3. That same year front bucket seats became optional on the GS.
Mercury claimed that the Duratec had less power than the Duratec in hopes to increase sales of
the Sable. In an effort to reverse the declining sales of the Sable, Mercury did major cost cutting
for the model. Mercury also continued to cut costs, eliminating some options for Revisions to
the suspension, instrument graphics, and interior door panels rounded out the changes. Sables
were redesigned for The Sable received another redesign in , which minimized some of the oval
design elements from the model, replacing them with more conventional style, The redesign
also featured a taller roof over the rear passenger space, to increase passenger headroom that
had been sacrificed by the tapered design. The taller and roomier trunk also served to make the
vehicle more functional. The interior was completely redesigned to a much more classy and
conservative design. Certain elements of the interior were retained by the model, such as the
intergrated control console, which combined the sound system and climate controls into one
panel. The suspension was softened to appeal to a broader, non-sporting audience. To reduce
price and increase profitability, many features such as four-wheel disc brakes where eliminated.
Shortly after Montego's introduction the Sable was discontinued from the Mercury Line-up. The
Sable included extra equipment on every trim level including a CD Player and power driver's
seat on the GS and a power moonroor and Premium leather interior trim on the LS. Side Airbags
and traction control were available on all models. For the Sable received minor cosmetic
changes to the front and rear fascias, most noticable was the front grille was now fully chrome.
Inside were a new instrument cluster and steering wheel and higer quality wood trim. Mulally
said that he was baffled by the fact that Mercury and Ford were going to discontinue the Sable
and Taurus, and that he believed that the discontinuation of the Sable and Taurus were unjust,
even asking "How can they go away, they were at one time the best selling car's in America.
Mulally also stated that under his leadership, Mercury will start to remain more loyal to its
customers and nameplates, and will continue to stick with and improve successful nameplates
to keep customers loyal to the brand, and the revival of the Sable was the first such move. As a
result, the Mercury Montego sedan, as produced for the model year, was scheduled for a
significant styling facelift update and power upgrade for the model year. That vehicle is being
redesigned as the new Sable. Ford's CEO Alan Mulally determined that Mercury's strategy to
redesignate new cars in the lineup with new names beginning with the letter M, as in Mercury
Milan , Mercury Mariner , and Mercury Montego , was not a good marketing move, as some of
the renamed cars had highly recognizeable iconic names. The new M names were not as well
known to be associated with Mercury, and consumers were confused by the name changes
Montego to be renamed "Sable". Mulally believed that the Sable had an immediately strong
brand equity, and that it would take years for consumers to have a similar recognition of the
Montego Officals say Mercury to revive Sable name. Changes to the new Sable from the existing
Montego include a newly styled front end, with the Mercury's signature Satin Waterfall grille
from the Milan , and the addition of the hp 3. The Montego's continuously variable transmission,
which was power-limited to a maximum of about hp, is also replaced with a more conventional
six-speed automatic. Mercury slaps a successful nameplate on its refreshed and reinvigorated
Montego. The Mercury Sable is in Mercury showrooms now. Its full scores are available at [1].
As seen on the FuelEconomy. Today's actual prices for the Mercury Sable can be found at [2].
Ford Motor Company. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest.
Jack Telnack J Mays. Jack Telnack. Buick Century Nissan Maxima. Edsel Ford. Corporate
website. A brand of the Ford PAG. Archive 1. I believe we may have a case of WP:ILIKEIT here
with the top infobox image, as I've seen a bit of back-and-forth with the top infobox image,
going back and forth between images of 5th-gen cars of comparable quality to the existing
photo and the existing photo, and the reversion is being done by the uploader of the photo. I'm
inclined to go with the auto-show one myself, because it has better contrast than the existing
4th-gen photo. The Vulcan engine is available on the LS. I have one. I don't have time to learn

how to edit tables right now. Nehmo talk , 29 May UTC. And Sable , I'm surprised to see you call
someone an asshole on a talk page. You're usually way more thoughtful than that; even if you'd
thought about it and decided the guy was really trying to attack you, what possible good
could've come from the way you handled it? Please edit your text here on the talk page. Folks,
let's all please step back, take a couple of deep breaths, and have a nice glass of iced tea. We're
not deciding the fate of the universe here, we're trying to pick the best image for an article about
a car. Yes, we want to find the best one, but let's keep in mind the relative importance of the
task. The sun'll come up in the East tomorrow regardless of which images are in the article.
Merge - Montego was very short lived, and not much info. Maybe can hold its own, but I suggest
Montego get merged. I am considering making this article into a pusedo disambiguation page
that will link the reader to each of the Ford Taurus generation articles. Before I do that, I would
like to see if I can get a consensus on the move. Karrmann talk , 14 September UTC. If the article
is going to quote news, you may as well just start adding news links of unconfirmed information
bloating and discrediting the article all together. I vote for changing the articles main image. The
image is terrible I mean c'mon a wagon? It's absolutely awful. There are many better images of
the Sable to choose from. I changed it to a sable. Gives a much better impression of the car. I
have just added archive links to one external link on Mercury Sable. Please take a moment to
review my edit. I made the following changes:. When you have finished reviewing my changes,
please set the checked parameter below to true to let others know. As of February , "External
links modified" talk page sections are no longer generated or monitored by InternetArchiveBot.
No special action is required regarding these talk page notices, other than regular verification
using the archive tool instructions below. Editors have permission to delete these "External
links modified" talk page sections if they want to de-clutter talk pages, but see the RfC before
doing mass systematic removals. I have just added archive links to 2 external links on Mercury
Sable. I have just modified 10 external links on Mercury Sable. If you have any questions, or
need the bot to ignore the links, or the page altogether, please visit this simple FaQ for
additional information. I decided to more-or-less merge this article with the Ford Taurus article,
as the Sable was a sister model of the Taurus with mainly cosmetic differences. Each Taurus
generation article already had a section devoted to that generation of Sable, and all the content
of this article was either copy-and-pasted or adapted from the Taurus articles. I determined this
article is redundant and would better off serving as a disambiguation page to each the "Mercury
Sable" section in each Taurus generation article Reattacollector talk , 9 February UTC. I have
just modified 3 external links on Mercury Sable. When you have finished reviewing my changes,
you may follow the instructions on the template below to fix any issues with the URLs. I
propose that this article be merged with Ford Taurus. While the Taurus and Sable have
significant cosmetic differences, they are the same vehicle underneath. However, my main
concern and reason for this proposal goes to the quality of the article itself. This article is
poorly written and just about all of it's content is forked from the individual Ford Taurus
generation articles. However, while the Taurus article has been continuously updated and
improved, this article has been left dormant. Each individual generation Ford Taurus generation
article has a section about the Sable that describes its differences and contains any unique
Sable information, thus I think this article would be best shortened with links to the "Mercury
Sable" section of each Ford Taurus generation article. However, if we decide to keep this article,
it will need attention. It may need to be rewritten entirely and likely condensed, with the un
necessary redundant information removed and each generation section linking to the individual
Ford Taurus generation articles. Reattacollector talk , 9 April UTC. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This is the talk page for discussing improvements to the Mercury Sable article.
This is not a forum for general discussion of the article's subject. Put new text under old text.
Click here to start a new topic. New to Wikipedia? Learn to edit ; get help. Assume good faith Be
polite and avoid personal attacks Be welcoming to newcomers Seek dispute resolution if
needed Article policies. Cars portal. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit New section
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Assume good faith Be polite and avoid personal attacks Be welcoming to
newcomers Seek dispute resolution if needed. Article policies No original research Neutral point
of view Verifiability. Archives : 1
2001 acura tl power steering pump
vauxhall astra 2005 manual
zetec intake manifold
. Mercury Sable was a good articles nominee, but did not meet the good article criteria at the
time. There are suggestions below for improving the article. Once these issues have been
addressed, the article can be renominated. Editors may also seek a reassessment of the

decision if they believe there was a mistake. Article milestones Date Process Result April 4,
WikiProject Automobiles. Cars portal v t e This article is within the scope of WikiProject
Automobiles , a collaborative effort to improve the coverage of automobiles on Wikipedia. If you
would like to participate, please visit the project page, where you can join the discussion and
see a list of open tasks. This article has been rated as B-Class on the project's quality scale.
This article has been rated as High-importance on the project's importance scale. WikiProject
Brands. This article has not yet received a rating on the project's quality scale. This article has
not yet received a rating on the project's importance scale.

